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The equilibrium solution of a zero-sum or a non-zero-sum game is said to be stable if, after any 
deviation from that equilibrium, an adjustment process that involves unilateral optimal responses 
by the players can bring it back to the starting point. One appealing feature of a stable 
equilibrium is that in the on-line adjustment process the players need to know only their own cost 
functions and the most recently computed (and broadcast) policies of the other players, and not 
the other players' cost functions. It is needless to say that not all equilibrium (saddle-point or 
Nash) solutions are stable, and hence the question arises whether there exists a different on-line 
(real-time implementable) computational algorithm which would converge to an equilibrium even 
if that equilibrium is not stable. In this paper, we address precisely this question, and introduce a 
relaxation technique which leads to on-line implementable algorithms that converge to equilibria, 
be they stable or unstable, and in some cases in a finite number of steps. We also obtain 
conditions for convergence of asynchronous algorithms which arise in the computation of 
equilibria in games where the order of responses in not fixed a priori. The discussion and the 
analyses are primarily confined to two-person deterministic games, with extensions to N-player 
games and stochastic games briefly mentioned and left as topics for future research. 

1. Introduction 

An equilibrium solution of an N-person game is said to be globally stable 
(or, simply, stable) with respect to an a priori fixed ordering of computation 
of policies if, regardless of what initial policies the players start with, the 
generated algorithm converges to that equilibrium. At each step of such an 
iteration, each player determines his policy (or action, if the underlying game 
is static) by optimizing his individual cost function, using the most recently 
available policies of the other players as given. Clearly, any deviation from 
such an equilibrium, followed by an optimal adjustment process that respects 
the given fixed ordering for computation of policies, would lead back to the 
same equilibrium, and furthermore a globally stable equilibrium is necessarily 
unique [Ba§ar and Olsder (1982), Ba§ar (1986)]. An equilibrium solution is said 
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to be locally stable, if it is globally stable in a domain which is an open 
neighborhood of the equilibrium solution, and naturally a locally stable 
equilibrium need not be unique. 

If the order in which the players respond to a non-equilibrium point and the 
information available to them at the time of their computation are not 
predetermined, then the notion of a stable equilibrium becomes more restric- 
tive since it allows for all possible sequences of moves and information 
exchanges among the players. Existence of such equilibria can best be studied 
by treating the underlying algorithm as an asynchronous algorithm [Bertsekas, 
(1983), Tsitsiklis et al. (1986), Li and Ba§ar (1987a)], and hence we will refer to 
such equilibria as asynchronously stable equilibria, with the prefix 'globally' or 
'locally' also used to characterize the two types of equilibria that arise in this 
context. 

Stable equilibria (be they synchronous or asynchronous) are appealing since 
they allow for real-time iterative computation of non-cooperative equilibria, 
where at each step of iteration each player adjusts his policy by optimizing his 
objective function given the most recently available policy choices of the other 
players. Hence, the only information carried along the line is the most current 
policy information (or action information, in the case of static games), and 
each player need not know the others' objective functionals. This appealing 
feature of course does not come without a price; it brings with it some 
conditions which further restrict the Nash and/or  saddle-point equilibria. 
Therefore, the question naturally arises as to whether the stringent conditions 
imposed by stable equilibria can be relaxed by adopting a more general class 
of algorithms which would still retain some of the appealing informational 
constraints that may be imposed on the problem. The main message of this 
paper is that such a relaxation is possible for both non-zero-sum and zero-sum 
games, as elucidated in the sequel by working mainly with special classes of 
static games to keep the presentation at a tractable level. A second objective of 
the paper is to survey some of the available results on the existence of stable 
equilibria, which provides a natural prelude to the presentation of the new 
relaxation algorithms proposed for games. 

The organization of the paper is as follows. The next section introduces the 
notion of a stable equilibrium for two-person games in precise mathematical 
terms and presents a set of conditions for existence of such equilibria. Section 
3 discusses different types of relaxation techniques for both synchronous and 
asynchronous computation and provides some general conditions for the 
convergence of the ensuing algorithms. Section 4 works out some of these 
conditions for specific classes of zero-sum and non-zero-sum games and 
verifies their satisfaction in almost all cases, with the rate of convergence being 
infinite in some instances. Section 5 discusses extensions to N-person games 
(N >__ 3) and stochastic games and concludes with a delineation of some open 
problems in this area. 
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2. Stability of equilibria in two-person games 

A two-person non-zero-sum (static or dynamic) game in normal form is 
completely characterized by the policy (strategy) spaces U, V, for players 1 and 
2, respectively, and the objective functions (say, cost functions, to be mini- 
mized) jx and ja ,  the superscript being the identifier for the corresponding 
player. Let u, v denote the respective policy variables of the two players. Then, 
the pair (u* ~ U, v* ~ V) is a non-cooperative (Nash) equifibrium if 

and 

JX(u*, v*) = minSl(u,  v*), (2.1a) 
uEU 

J2(u*,  v*) = minS2(u *, v). (2.1b) 
o ~ V  

For the special case when J1 - -J2,  the underlying game is called a zero-sum 
game, and the corresponding equilibrium is the saddle-point solution. 

One possible iteration that leads to the non-cooperative equilibrium solution 
is 

Uk +x -- arg min JX(u, vk),= LI(Ok), 
uEU 

Ok+ 1 = argminJ2(uk+l,  v):= L2( Uk +l), 
vEV 

(2.2) 

k = 0, 1 . . . . .  v 0 ~ V specified. 

This is akin to the Gauss-Seidel procedure, where the players take their turns 
sequentially and act on the most recent policy information obtained from the 
other player. Here L i is the optimum response function of player i (i = 1, 2) 
and the iteration can equivalently be expressed as 

Vk+ , = (L2oL1)(Vk):= L(vk), Vo~ V. (2.3) 

An equilibrium solution (u*, v*) of the game ( j l ,  j2; U, V) is stable if, and 
only if, it is the limit point of the sequence { u k, v k }~°= o generated by (2.2), or 
through (2.3), for all v o ~ V. 

A second iteration would be obtained, if we assume that the players 
compute not sequentially, but in parallel, in which case (2.2) is replaced by 

uk+x = L l (vk) ,  

vk+l = L 2 ( u D ,  
(2.4) 

k = 0 , 1  . . . . .  u o ~ U ,  v 0 ~ V  specified. 
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This is related to the Jacobi computational procedure and is also known as the 
Cournot iteration. The counterpart of (2.3) in this case is 

ok+2=L(ok) ,  O0~ V, (2.5a) 

which generates the even terms of the original sequence {vk}. Hence, by 
letting k '  = k /2 ,  for k even, we have 

V'k,+~ = L (V'k,), V~ = V 0, k '  = 0,1 . . . . .  (2.5b) 

where v' k, =- 02k. Since (2.5b) is identical with (2.3), it readily follows that one 
sequence converges if, and only if, the other one does, and hence stability 
under the Gauss-Seidel procedure coincides with the notion of stability under 
the Jacobi iteration. Furthermore, any asynchronous computation where the 
players act at random points in time and use the most recently available policy 
information (regarding the other player) would again lead to an iteration of 
the type (2.5b) (with a different, possibly random k', monotonically increasing 
in k a.s.), provided that no player remains idle for an infinite duration. Hence, 
the notion of asynchronously stable equilibrium coincides with that of stable 
equilibrium in two-person games, regardless of the order of moves by the 
players. 

When the policy spaces U, V are taken as finite-dimensional Euclidean 
spaces, a set of explicit conditions can be obtained for the convergence of 
(2.2), or equivalently (2.4), to the unique stable equilibrium solution. Towards 
this end, let j i  be twice continuously differentiable on U ×  V ( i =  1,2), 
Jl(u,  v) be strictly convex in u ~ U -  = R " '  for all v ~ V, j2(u,  v) be strictly 
convex in v ~ V -  R "2 for all u ~ U, Jl(u, v) ---, oo as lul ~ oo and j2(u,  v) 
--, oo as Ivl--' oo, where I" I denotes some norm. Introduce the matrix-valued 
function 

2 2 - !  2 2 )  ,:oj ] , . o  1 
(2.6) 

for u, fi ~ U, v ~ V. Let o(A) denote the spectral radius of a square matrix A, 
and let L x : V ~  U, L2: U---, V be defined uniquely by 

17.JX(LX(o) ,v) -O and Voj2(u,  L Z ( u ) ) - O ,  (2.7) 

where ~7,J ~ is a vector of first partial derivatives of j1 with respect to u, and a 
similar interpretation applies to VoJ 2. 

1 Here, V~2 j l ,  ~720jl denote matrices consisting of second partial derivatives of j t  with respect 
to the indicated subscripts, and [']t..o) indicates that the arguments of the matrix in brackets are 
evaluated at (u, v). 
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Condition 1. #(T(u, Ft, v)) < 1, for all fi ~ U, v = L2(u), u = (L  x o L 2 ) ( f i ) .  

Theorem 1 [ Li and Ba~ar (1987b)]. Under Condition 1 the two-person game 
admits a unique equilibrium ( u*, o*) which is also stable, i.e., 

--. (u , .  o,) .  

where the sequence is generated by either (2.2) or (2.4). 

If the cost of functions j1 and j2  are quadratic in their arguments, the 
statement of the theorem can be further refined. In this case (i.e., with JX and 
j 2 quadratic and strictly convex), there will exist matrices C~, C 2 and vectors 
d t ~ U, d 2 ~ V such that 

tx(o) = C l O  -I- dl, 

L~(u) = C2u+ d2. 

(2.8) 

Then, Condition 1 can be rewritten as (by taking, without any loss of 
generality, 7"22 J 1 = I, 722 J 2 = I )  

p ( C1C2 ) < 1, (2.9) 

which is both necessary and sufficient for existence a stable equilibrium. The 
rate of convergence of algorithms (2.2) or (2.4) in this case would be 1/0(C1C2), 
and since 0(C~C2) is strictly greater than zero, in general it will take an infinite 
number of steps to converge to the equilibrium solution. Note that for the 
further special case when u and v are one-dimensional, the condition is 

ICLC21<1, 

where the lower case letters denote the corresponding scalar quantities. For the 
scalar game problem the algorithm (2.4) constitutes a two-dimensional dis- 
crete-time linear system, 

[ ]Iu  r 11 [ c °;1 
with the eigenvalues of the system matrix being + c~c% if cxc 2 > 0 (the 

problem then would be team-like) or + j  -f-L-~lc z if CxC 2 < 0 (in which case the 
game is zero-sum like). 

The question we raise now is, as alluded to in section 1, whether it is 
possible (i) to relax Condition 1, and in particular the necessary and sufficient 
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one (2.9), and (ii) to improve the rate of convergence towards equilibrium, by 
devising an algorithm which would preserve (at least partially) some of the 
informational constraints imposed on the problem. A precise framework to 
address this question is developed in the next section. 

3. Relaxation algorithms for non-cooperative equilibria 

The algorithms we propose here for on-line computation of non-cooperative 
equilibria are of the relaxation type, where each player is allowed to use some 
additional memory involving his most recent policy choice and/or  past 
policies of the other player. More specifically, we replace the Jacobi-type 
algorithm (2.4) with the 'relaxed' version, 

Uk+ , = a U k +  (1 - a ) L l (  Ok), ( 3 . 1 )  

ok+ ' =flv k+ (1 - fl)LE(uk), 

k = 0 ,1 , . . . ,  uo~U,  vo~V,  

or the more general one, 

Uk+,=aU k+ (1 -a )LX(~vk_  , + ( 1 - a ) v k ) ,  
(3.2) 

k = 0 , 1  . . . .  , uo~U,  vo~V,  

which also admits the version 

Uk+ , = atl k "1" (1  - -  a ) ~ Z ' ( V k _ l )  --~ (1  - -  a)(1 - ~)  L ' (  v k ) ,  
(3.3) 

Vk+ , ---- flVk + (1  -- f l ) f l t 2 ( U k _ , )  + (1  - f l ) ( 1  -- fl)L2(Uk), 

k = 0 , 1  . . . . .  uo~U,  vo~V,  

where in all cases a, fl, ~, fl are the scalars (design parameters) to be 
determined so that the given algorithms are convergent, with a fast rate of 
convergence. 

In the domain of the Gauss-Seidel procedure, the counterpart of (3.1) 
would be 

Uk+ 1 = a u  k +  (1--  a ) L l ( V k ) ,  

ok+, = #ok + (1 - # ) L 2 ( u k + , ) ,  
(3.4) 

k = O , 1  . . . . .  uo~U,  o o ~ V  , 
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and that of (3.2) would be 

uk+  = + (1 -  )Ll(avk_  + (1 - 

%+1 =/3vk + (1 - /3)L2(~Uk + (1 -- r )  uk+l), 
(3.5) 

k = O , 1 , . . . ,  u 0 ~ U ,  vo~V. 

We first note that in all cases above if the sequences generated by the 
respective algorithms converge, then the common limit point is the non-coop- 
erative equilibrium solution. Second, we note that asynchronous implementa- 
tion (due to delay in information exchange, or failure in computation) will in 
general require different conditions for convergence [as opposed to what was 
observed in section 2, in the cases of (2.2) and (2.4)] since even if, for example, 
a player does not receive any information from the other one for some lengthy 
period of time, he will still continue to iterate on his past choices, due to the 
presence of non-zero a or ft. 

To obtain some explicit results, we now restrict our analysis to games with 
quadratic cost functions, where the optimum reaction functions L 1 and L 2 are 
given by (2.8). With this, the algorithm (3.1) becomes the linear system 

vt+~J = ( I - / 3 ) C  2 fll JtVkJ + (I / 3 ) d 2  

Let the system matrix in (3.6) be denoted by A(a,/3). Then our earlier 
question, rephrased in this context, is the optimal choice of a and/3 so that 
p(A(a,  fl)) is as small as possible, and at the least p(A(a,/3)) < 1 whenever 
p(A(0,0)) > 1. Note that this is the familiar stabilizability or eigenvalue place- 
ment problem of control theory, but here the 'feedback' is restricted and in 
some cases appears multiplicatively, thus making the available theory inappli- 
cable. We will solve this problem completely for the scalar case and for one 
special case in the next section, where it will be shown that the relaxation 
algorithm (3.6) leads to much improved performance. 

Now, if the algorithm (3.6) is run asynchronously, a necessary and sufficient 
condition for its convergence is [Chazan and Miranker (1969), Baudet (1978)] 

p( A( a, /3 )) < l, (3.7a) 

where 

la[I I(1 - a)Cll ] (3.7b) 
,4(a,/3) .-= I(1 -/3)C21 1/311 " 
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Here, ICI denotes the matrix derived from C by multiplying all its negative 
entries by - 1 .  Note that since A and A are in general different matrices, the 
presence of the diagonal terms will make the stability conditions in general 
different, thus corroborating our earlier remark (and observation) on this 
point. 

The sufficient conditions available for asynchronous computation [Baudet 
(1978)] provide some useful performance bounds even for synchronous al- 
gorithms where the presence of several lag variables make the derivation of 
precise conditions formidable. A case in point is the relaxation algorithm (3.2) 
which we can rewrite as 

uk+l 
"Ok, Ok_ D, (3.7C) Ok+l =L(uk' Uk_ 1, 

in terms of a general operator L : U x U × v x v---, U x V. In order to analyze 
the convergence of this recursion, we have to study the stability of a 2(m 1 + 
m2)-dimensional first-order system obtained from (3.7c) in the usual manner 
by defining two new variables. [Here, mi:= dim(u/).] However, under the 
stipulation that the algorithm runs asynchronously, a sufficient condition for 
its convergence to the unique fixed ^point is the existence of a matrix .~ with 
non-negative elements and with p(A)  < 1, such that 

IL(u, a; v, ~) - L(u',  a'; v', ~')1 

< .~ max{ I(u, v) - (u' ,  091, I( ~, t3) - (~',  ~')1}- (3.8a) 

Now, in (3.2), if t I and L 2 a r e  linear as given by (2.8), the above condition is 
satisfied by choosing 

aI  

( 1  - fl)max(/3,1 - r)IC2t 

(1 - a)max(&, 1 - ~)lCxl] 

BI ] 

(3.8b) 

0 ( ~ )  < 1, (3.8c) 

where, for simplicity, we have taken 0 < a, r ,  ~, fl < 1. Note that even with 
a = fl = 0, the preceding condition shows improvement over the synchronous 
algorithms of section 2 when C 1 and C 2 have all non-negative entries, since 
the above says 

[ p(Ic~l Ic~l) < 4 - min { m a x ( ~ , l  - ~ ) m a x ( L  1 - ~) (3.9) 
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which should be contrasted with (2.9). Clearly, if (3.9) is satisfied, then the 
linear version of the synchronous algorithm (3.2) [or equivalently (3.3)] with 
a -- fl = 0, ff = /3  = ½ will converge, since the synchronous version is a particu- 
lar realization of the asynchronous one. While it is quite plausible that the 
synchronous version will require even a less stringent condition of convergence 
(corresponding possibly to some different values of a, t ,  ~, fl), derivation of 
precise expressions for the underlying condition seems to be quite a formid- 
able task. Though, it is worth pointing to the fact that the chosen quadruple 
( a  = fl = 0, ~ - / ~ =  ½) carries the appealing feature of not depending on the 
exact values of the problem parameters (C 1 and C2). Hence, the algorithm 
(3.2) preserves the informational decentralization feature of the regular Jacobi 
algorithm (3.1) (i.e., the players do not have to know each other's cost 
functional), while enlarging the region of validity (or stability) from p(CxC2) 
< 1 to p(C1C2) < 4 for non-negative Cx, C 2. 

Moving on to the generalized Gauss-Seidel procedure (3.4), for the case of 
quadratic cost functionals it would read 

uk+ 1 =au k+ ( 1 -  a)Clv k+ ( 1 - a ) d  1, 

Ok+ ' = flV k + (1 -- fl)C2Uk+ 1 + (1 -- fl)d2, (3.10a) 

and further substitution of the first relation into the second would lead to the 
first-order difference equation 

I I ]{uk  [uk+l = aI (1 a)C1 
[vk+l a (1 - /3 )C2  f l I + ( 1 - a ) ( 1 - f l ) C 2 C ,  ok 

(1 - a)d t ] 
+ ( 1 - f l ) [ ( 1 - a ) C 2 d  l+d2] " (3.10b) 

Hence, the problem here is to find the optimal values for et and fl such that 
p(B(a, fl)) is minimized, where B(a, t )  is the system matrix in (3.10b). Note 
that since the matrix B(a, fl) above is inherently different from A(a, fl), 
defined in (3.6), we should not expect, at the outset, the conditions for 
convergence to be identical in the two cases; in fact the scalar case worked out 
in detail in the next section corroborates this casual observation and the 
dictum that the generalized Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel procedures are not 
identical even in two-player games. 

Now, if (3.10a) were run asynchronously in a restricted sense to be eluci- 
dated below, and with a, fl < 0, convergence would be guaranteed if, and only 
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if, [as the counterpart of (3.7) in this case] the following condition is satisfied: 

p(B(a, fl)) < 1, (3.11a) 

where 

lalI I(1 - ~)Cx[ ]. (3.11b) 
B ( ~ ' B ) : =  I(1-fl)C2l I f lI+(1-a)(1-f l)C2Cll  

Here the implicit assumption has been that v~ in both equations of (3.10) is 
restricted to be the same quantity, contributing to asynchronous operation in 
an identical manner. 

One final observation we make before closing this section is that the 
optimum 2 choice of the design parameters (such as a, t ,  ~, etc. above) will in 
general depend on parameters that describe the objective functionals of both 
players. For example, in the case of (3.10) above, the values for a and fl that 
minimize the spectral radius of the system matrix B(a, t )  may depend on 
both C 1 and C2, but definitely not on the other two parameters that char- 
acterize the reaction functions (i.e., d 1 and d2). Now, if player 1 does not have 
access to the true value of C 2 and/or  player 2 does not know the true value of 
C1, our interpretation for the implementability of scheme (3.10a) is that a third 
party who knows the true values of the system parameters computes the 
corresponding values of a and t ,  and transmits these to players 1 and 2, 
respectively. Hence, the presence of an upper decision level could ensure the 
implementability of an 'optimal' computational scheme where the players still 
use decentralized information. Yet a second way of ensuring implementability 
of the 'relaxed' algorithms using decentralized information is introduced in 
section 4. 

4. A complete study of some special classes of games 

In this section, we work out in detail the conditions of convergence for 
various relaxation algorithms developed in section 3, for some special cases. In 
each case it will be apparent that the proposed algorithms offer considerable 
advantages (in terms of regions of convergence and rates of convergence) over 
the ones discussed in section 2. 

4.1. Scalar two-person quadratic games 

Here the optimum response functions are given by (2.8), with the scalar gain 
terms to be denoted by lower case letters. 

"-'Optimum' is used here in the sense of minimization of the spectral radius of the relevant 
matrix (such as A or B above), with due consideration given to the case of linear response 
functions. 
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4.1.1. Generalized Jacobi (synchronized) 

The algorithm is given by the linear discrete-time system (3.6), which 
converges if, and only if, the matrix 

a (1 - a)cl]  (4.1) 

has both eigenvalues in the unit circle. Using the 'Shur-Cohn criterion' [Jury 
(1964)], we obtain the result that p ( A ( a ,  fl)) < 1 for all a and fl satisfying 

where 

I~l < 1 and It~l < In + 11, (4.2) 

• "= aft - (1 - a)(1 - f l ) c ,  /z := a + fl, (4.3a) 

c .'= clc 2 . (4.3b) 

It is not difficult to show that for every value of c outside the interval (0,1], 
there exist uncountably many pairs (a, fl) such that inequalities (4.2) are 
satisfied. In fact, in each case, choosing 

a = - f l  = ~ c / ( c  - 1), c ~ (0,1), (4.4) 

leads to 7/= # = 0, which means that both eigenvalues of A become zero. This 
says that convergence to equilibrium is in at most two steps, which can also be 
verified directly on the system (3.6) starting from arbitrary initial conditions. 
We should also note that convergence in this case is maximally robust in the 
sense that the inequalities (4.2) are satisfied with the maximum interval of 
'safety', and any small perturbation in the true value of c or any small 
deviation in the choices for a and fl from the 'optimum' values given above by 
(4.4) would not upset the convergence of the algorithm, even though the 
convergence rate could be affected. 

Note  that this covers practically all games for which the Jacobi algorithm 
does not converge 3 (i.e., the unique Nash equilibrium is not stable), and also 
all 'zero-sum like' games with stable equilibria [i.e., c ~ ( -  1, 0)]. What it does 
not cover is the class of stable ' team like' games with stable equilibria, for 
which again there exist uncountably many pairs (a, fl) that satisfy (4.2) but 
none of them makes 71 and # zero. This implies that when the parameter c is 
in the interval (0,1) the eigenvalues of A(a ,  fl)  can never be made both zero, 

3 The only case that is left out is the singular (team like) game obtained for c = 1. We call it 
singular because the matrix of second derivatives is singular, implying that there is generally no 
equilibrium. 
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and hence that the generalized Jacobi algorithm cannot be made to converge 
in a finite number of steps. It is, in fact, possible to show that, if (),~(a, fl), 
i = 1 , 2 }  denotes the set of eigenvalues of A ( a , / 3 )  for each fixed (a , /3) ,  
min{,,,a) maxi l )%(a,  fl)l = ¢7 whenever c ~ (0,1); in other words, the rate of 
convergence of the regular Jacobi algorithm cannot be improved, in this case, 
by relaxation. 

4.1.2. Generalized Jacobi (asynchronous) 

For the asynchronous version of (3.6) the matrix of interest would be 

[ ,a, 1(1- a ) q , ]  (4.5) 
.4-(a,/3) = 1(1-/3)c21 1131 ' 

which has both eigenvalues in the unit circle if, and only if, 

ID] < 1 and ]g] < 1~ + 11, (4.6) 

where 

:= 1~/31- I(1 - a)(1 -/3)c1, g = I'~1 + 1/31, (4.7) 

and c is as defined by (4.3b). I n  this case (4.6) is satisfied only when Icl < 1, 
and the lowest value for p ( A )  is attained by a =/3 = 0. Hence relaxation 
neither improves the convergence rate nor enlarges the region of convergence, 
when the Jacobi algorithm is run asynchronously. 

4.1.3. Generalized Gauss-Seidel  (synchronous) 

Here, the matrix of interest is B(a ,  f l)  which is the system matrix in (3.10b): 

= / 3 +  (1 - / 3 ) c , c 2  " (4 .8a)  

The condition of convergence (or stability of B) is again (4.2), where ~ and ~ 
are now defined by 

"rl := a/3, ~:-- a + /3 + ( 1 -  a ) ( 1 -  /3 )c. (4.8b) 

Here we can show that stability is achieved for every value of c, except c = 1. 
In this entire region, a two-step convergence can be made possible by choosing 

a = 0, /3 = c / ( c  - 1), (4.9a) 

which makes both eigenvalues of B equal to zero. Furthermore, this choice is 
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maximally robust in the sense discussed earlier. It should be noted that 
another possible solution would be 

~ = 0 ,  a = c / ( c -  1), (4.9b) 

and these two are in fact the only ones that make 7/ and/~ (and thereby both 
eigenvalues) simultaneously zero. It would be interesting to contrast this with 
the finite-step convergent solutions of the generalized Jacobi iteration: While 
there both players were forced to use relaxation terms in their iteration, in the 
present case only one of the players need to do so, this being true irrespective 
of which player has informational advantage in the game. Note also that the 
generalized Gauss-Seidel algorithm has finite step convergence even for the 
stable ' team like' game, which was not the case with the generalized Jacobi 
algorithm. 

Now, again within the context of the 'relaxed' Gauss-Seidel algorithm, let 
us assume that player 1 does not know the true value of c z, but can only tell 
whether c := cac z exceeds or is less than unity. Further assume that c 2, and 
hence ¢, is bounded, and the latter lies in the interval [c, ?] where the upper 
and lower bounds are common knowledge. Let ~ be some estimate for c, 
selected according to some arbitrary rule by player 1, with the only side 
condition being 

2 ~ > ? + 1  if c > 1 ,  

< c + l  if c < l .  

Note that this choice is compatible with the information available to player 1. 
Then, with (4.9b) replaced by 

fl = 0, a : d / ( e -  1), (4.9c) 

once can show with little effort that the inequalities in (4.2) are satisfied for all 
c ~ [c_, ?], c ~ 1. Hence the generalized Gauss-Seidel algorithm converges for 
practically all values of c under the choice (4.9c) which requires only a 
regional information for player 1 on player 2's private information c2, and 
none for player 2 on player l 's private information c a. Of course, the same can 
be said of (4.9a) with c replaced by ~ and with the roles of the players switched 
around. 

4.1.4. Generalized Gauss-Seidel (asynchronous) 

Following the discussion of the last paragraph of section 3, and with 
asynchronous operation interpreted in the sense explained there, the condition 
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(3.11a) would be equivalent to 

where 

I~1 < 1, I~l < I~ + 11, (4.10) 

: =  lal  I/3 + (1 - a)(1 - / 3 ) c l -  l a ( 1  - / 3 ) ( 1  - a)c I, (4.11a) 

• "= lal + I/3 + (1 - a)(1 - /3 )c l .  (4.11b) 

Here, in contradistinction with the case of generalized Jacobi, the stability 
region (initially determined as Icl < 1) can in fact be enlarged by taking a or/3 
non-zero. To show that this is not a vacuous statement take, for example, 
c = - 2 ,  and choose a =/3 = ½. Then, 

- - ~ ,  ~ -- ~, ( 4 . 1 2 )  

and hence both inequalities in (4.10) are satisfied. To obtain the exact 
conditions on c for stability, and the corresponding values for (a, /3) is a 
possible, albeit laborious, task. 

4.2. A non-scalar two-person quadratic game 

To show that improvement in performance by relaxation type algorithms is 
not only restricted to the scalar case, we now study a special vector version of 
the quadratic game described by the linear response functions (2.8): 

d im(u)  = 1, dim(v)  = 2, C~ = (c n,  c12), C T -  (C21,C22). 

Condition (2.9), under which both Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel iterations con- 
verge, becomes in this case 

Icl < 1, c := C11C21 + C12C22 . (4.13) 

For the generalized (relaxed) Jacobi algorithm (3.6), we have 

A(,~ , /3)  = (1 - /3)¢~x /3 

(1 -fl)c22 0 

(4.14) 

Iza31 < 1, Iza21 < 1, Iz~ll < 1, (4.15) 

which has all eigenvalues in the unit circle if, and only if, (from the 'Shur-Cohn '  
test) 
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where 

A3-'= a3, a 2 : = ( a 2 - - a 3 a x ) / ( 1 - - a ~ ) ,  

a l  := ( al -- aaa2) / (1- -  a23 )(1 + A2), 
(4.16a) 

and 

a 3 = = - ( a + 2 f l ) ,  a 2 : = f l 2 + 2 a f l - c ( 1 - a ) ( 1 - f l ) ,  

a 1 := 13(1 - 13)(1 - a)c - a132. 
(4.16b) 

Note that here we have only two parameters, a and 13, but have to satisfy 
three inequalities. This, in fact, turns out to be possible for practically all 
values of c. The following choices: 

for c > l ,  13=0, a = ( ( l + c ) / c ) - e ,  O < e < l / c ,  (4.17a) 

for c<O,  a = - f l = ~ c / ( c - 1 ) ,  (4.17b) 

make (4.14) a stable matrix in the corresponding ranges of values of c. Note 
that this covers all possible values for c, and there is in fact an overlap with 
(4.13) in the range ( -  1, 0). Since the eigenvalues of A corresponding to (4.17b) 
are kl, 2 = 0, X 3 = - ~c/(c  - 1), the new convergence rate of 1 / ~ c / ( c  - 1) 
compares favorably with 1/p(A(O,O))=l /vrc ,  in this range. Hence, the 
relaxation algorithm is appealing in this case since it provides improved 
convergence rate in the region where both (generalized and regular Jacobi) 
converge, and guarantees stability in the region where the regular Jacobi fails 
to converge. As a numerical illustration of the convergence rate in this latter 
case we take c > 3, e = 1 - 2c + 2 ( ~ c  2 - c ) + 1/c,  which leads under (4.17a) 
to a - - - 2 c -  2V/-~c 2 - c .  The corresponding values of the eigenvalues of A are 

h 1 = 0,  ~k2, 3 = C --  ~ ~-~ p ( a ) .  For example, when c = 4, the convergence 
rate is 1 / p ( A )  = 1.8660253. 

5. Some extensions and concluding remarks 

The framework developed in the previous sections can be extended, at least 
conceptually, to N ( >  3)-person games under various information exchange 
scenarios and by including relaxation terms in the algorithms. In these 
many-person games, even the regular Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel procedures do 
not have identical stability conditions [Ba§ar and Olsder (1982)], and it is 
conceivable that inclusion of relaxation terms will relax some of the underly- 
ing stringent conditions. We do not provide a detailed discussion on the 
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N-person case in this paper; however, we do provide below one specific 
example to make the point that indeed relaxation helps to improve the 
convergence bounds and the rate of convergence. 

Consider the three-person version of the scalar quadratic game of section 4, 
wherein the 'relaxed' Jacobi iteration takes the form 

Uk+ , = au  k + (1 -- a ) ( [ c l =v  k + C13Wk] + dlk ) ,  

Vk + 1 = flV k + (1 -- f l  ) ( [  C21U k + C2,Wk ] + d2  ) ,  (5.1) 

Wk + 1 = TW k + (1 -- g ) ([  caxu k + ¢320k] -~- dk3), 

where the third player's control is wt.) and a, fl, ), are the design parameters. 
The system matrix in this case is 

A ( ~ , / ~ , r )  = 

a ( 1 - a ) c 1 2  ( 1 - a ) c ~ 3 /  

(1 - ~)c2~ ~ (1 - ~)¢23 J • 
(1-~,)c31 (1 - ~,)c32 ~, 

(5.2) 

In order not to complicate the analysis we let c12 =C~3 = c31 = 0, which implies 
that each player sees in his cost function the action variable of only one other 
player, and this dependence is cyclic. In this special case, the stability 
condition for the regular Jacobi iteration, p(A(0, 0, 0) < 1, is equivalent to 

Icl < 1, c :~" ¢21C13C32, (5.3) 

which is also the same condition in the case of asynchronous computation. 
Now, if a, fl and ~, are allowed to be different from zero, then we can show, 
using the 'Shur-Cohn '  test, that in the range c < - 1  [which is violated by 
(5.3)] convergence is guaranteed by choosing 

where 

p :-- (1 - ~ - ~ / i - : ~ ) / 2 .  

As a numerical illustration, we choose c = - 4 ,  in which case with 

a = -0.5644692, fl = 1.77088, 7 = 0.8284271, 

the system matrix (5.2) has all three eigenvalues in the unit circle. 
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As a second possible application area for the general framework developed 
here, we see the class of stochastic games - games where the players receive 
individual imperfect information regarding the uncertain environment, and 
this information is not shared. Space limitations prevent us from presenting a 
complete study here (a full discussion will be included in a separate paper 
devoted solely to stochastic games), but to make the point here we will present 
some preliminary results on a scalar two-person quadratic stochastic game. 
Adopting the framework of Ba§ar (1978) consider the static L QG game where 
the two players make noisy measurements regarding the state x, with the 
measurements denoted by y, for player 1, and z, for player 2. We further 
assume that y and z are jointly Gaussian distributed with zero mean. Then, 
the generalized Jacobi algorithm [as the stochastic counterpart of (3.6)] is (note 
that here u and v are policy variables and are not actions): 

Uk + t (Y )  = auk(Y)  + (1 -- a ) c t E  [ Vk(Z)ly] + (1 -- a ) k t y ,  

Vk+:(Z) = flVk(Z) + (1 -- fl)c2E[Uk(Y)IZ] + (1 -- f l )k2z.  (5.4) 

We know [Ba§ar (1978)] that the regular version (with a -- fl = 0) converges to 
the unique equilibrium if, and only if, Icl < 1, c := cxc2, and the corresponding 
equilibrium policies are linear. Now, if one restricts the initial choices for the 
iteration to linear policies, say uo(y ) = goY, Vo(Z) -- hoz, for any go and h 0, 
then the condition can be further relaxed to give 

I~1 < 1, $ .'= co211% 2, 

where 

o211 .'= var(z, y ) / v a r ( y ,  y ) ,  oll 2 := va t (y ,  z ) / var ( z ,  z) .  

Under  the same restriction, the generalized Jacobi iteration (5.4) can be 
studied using the earlier analysis. In fact, by direct comparison with section 
4.1.1, the system matrix in this case [replacing (4.1)] is 

, 4 ( a ,  = (1  - 

and using directly (4.4), we have the result that the choice 

leads to convergence with infinite rate whenever d ~ (0,1]. Extensions of this 
encouraging result to the case of more general initial policy choices and to 
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vector cases stand out as challenging but promising avenues for further 
research which should also include the other types of iterations introduced in 
sections 3 and 4. 

Yet another possible direction of research would be to explore the relation° 
ships (if any) between the problems of robust convergence (through relaxa- 
tion) introduced here, and the problems (and associated techniques) of de- 
centralized (non-linear) pole placement and design of deadbeat controllers. 

The primary message of this paper has been that significant improvements 
can be recorded on the convergence of Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel algorithms 
arising in the on-line computation of non-cooperative equilibria, by inclusion 
of some (under or over) relaxation terms. The 'optimum' choices for these 
relaxation terms result, in general, in wide stability margins, implying (as we 
have explicity shown in some cases) that even if the players do not know the 
true values of some of the system parameters, the 'relaxed' algorithms can still 
be made stable provided that these parameters belong to some closed bounded 
sets. This, of course, leads to some degradation in the convergence rate 
dictated by the optimum choice, due to the restriction that the design 
prarameters be constant over the region (of interest) in the space of system 
parameters. One way to relax this restriction is, as discussed in section 3, is to 
introduce an upper decision level which would be in a position to enforce the 
optimum algorithmic structure on the players who in turn act under their 
decentralized information. Yet another approach, which we have not discussed 
in the paper, would be to devise additional (adaptive) algorithms for each 
player, using the information available to them, which would converge in the 
limit to the optimum relaxation term for each player obtained under full 
information. This line of approach would constitute an interesting but chal- 
lenging avenue for future research on this class of problems. 

As a closing remark we should point out to the fact that the class of 
algorithms studied in this paper is different in nature from a majority of 
algorithms found in the literature for zero-sum and non-zero-sum games. In 
most of that work [see, e.g., Rosen (1965), Cohen (1988)] the objective has 
been to obtain efficient iterative techniques to solve (off-line) for the equi- 
librium solution from the necessary conditions obtained for such games. Here, 
however, our motivation has been guided by on-line distributed decision 
making where at each iteration the players react to the changes they detect in 
the policy choices of each other, in a way consistent with their beliefs on the 
accuracy of those announced policies and with the information available to 
them at the time of the decision. In a sense, our algorithms are similar to those 
studied in Khachiyan and Erlikh (1978) for zero-sum games, which, however, 
have more complicated (time-varying) relaxation terms. 4 In the context of 
non-zero-sum games, our motivation is in the same spirit as the Cournot 

4I am indebted to the editor, Berc Rustem, for bringing this reference to my attention. 
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iteration, but while the classical Cournot iteration (or the Gauss-Seidel 
iteration, for that matter) may fail to converge, our relaxation algorithms do in 
most cases converge, and furthermore they provide additional stability margins 
and better convergence rates. The design parameters a and fl used in the bulk 
of the paper could be viewed as each player's belief on the accuracy or validity 
of the policy chosen by the other player; the larger the value of one player's 
design parameter is, the less weight he places on the policy of the other player 
in his update mechanism. Thus, in a way, the player 'fills the gap' by partially 
using his past policy. This is one possible interpretation one could give to the 
relaxation algorithms introduced here, in terms of the true decision making 
process; other interpretations may also exist (note that a and fl do sometimes 
take values which are either negative or larger than one). Mathematically 
speaking, we can say that the relaxation terms provide some kind of buffers 
against possible up or down swings in the players' myopic responses, thus 
controlling the iteration towards the otherwise unstable equilibrium. 
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